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Request Flags for Precoder changes 
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•  Once per reset, the local side gets to decide if the precoder 
should be on or off. 
– You get 1 shot at making the “correct” choice. 

•  When does the local side know the remote has adjusted it’s 
precoder state? 
–  It currently doesn’t.  So the only option when requesting it on is to 

activate the local precoder when you assert the request_flag. 

•  Since you have no idea when the update is done, you can’t 
lower and re-assert the request to change your mind.   

•  You have know idea when or if the pervasive management 
entity will service the request. 

The concern 
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Request Flags for TxEq changes 
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•  Same basic concern as for the precoder. 

•  Don’t know when a change is made so you can’t lower the 
request flag and make a new request.  Or know when to 
retune the local RxEq, so you have to just keep redoing it. 

Concern 
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•  Provide a handshake from the management to the device to 
indicate the request has been serviced. 

•  Then the device could make local updates as needed. 

What could we do 
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•  Change the request_flag from a RO bit to a RW bit 
–  Local device sets the bit to indicate a request for a change 
– Management clears the bit to indicate the request has been done 

•  For example for 1.604.1 modify the text to read: 
–  This bit indicates that at least one Tx input lane is requesting a change 

in the precoding state.   Once the remote precoder state is updated to 
align with the requested status in 1.606, this bit is written to a 0.   
Writing a 1 to this bit is ignored." 

How would we add a handshake 
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•  Discuss 

Discussion 


